Introduction
Let G be a finite group and let ψ be an (ordinary) irreducible character 
Notation and Preliminary Results
In what follows, group means finite group. For a character ψ of a subgroup H of a group G, ψ 0 denotes the character of G induced by ψ (for a definition, see [1] ). Induction has the following properties:
If Zi and 7 2 are characters of G, then 7 2 e Zi means that there is a character If π is a set of prime numbers and / is a rational integer, then / divides π means that each prime factor of / is in π. A 7:-group is a group whose order divides π. A group is 7r-solvable if each of its composition factors is either a π-group or a 7r'-group, where rJ is the complimentary set of prime numbers.
A π-Hall subgroup of a group G is a π subgroup whose index in
In what follows, character means irreducible character.
We will need the following results due to Clifford [3] : Proof. Given Z e ψ βt choose a character C of T such that C e ψ τ and Z e ζ G .
Then ζ\N& ψτ\N-(T' N)ψ, so ζ\A r =aψ for some positive integer a. The characters ωX are distinct. In fact, if ωX-ω'X for
Since {ψ Qi ψ G )β-(ψa, ψ)tt~py this implies that α = l. Thus X is an extension of ψ to G.
Extension of Characters from Normal Subgroups
An elementary group is a direct product of a cyclic group with a group of prime-power order. According to a theorem of Brauer [1] , each character of a group G may be written in the form Σ^*^ where ξ ranges over all linear characters of all elementary subgroups H of G and the coefficients a\ are rational integers. Using Brauer's theorem we will find conditions under which an invariant character of a normal subgroup can be extended to a character of the whole group. THEOREM 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let ψ be a character of N. Suppose that for each intermediate group H for which H/N is elementary ψ may be extended to a character ψ(H) of H in such a way that
Then φ may be extended to a character of G.
Proof. By Brauer's theorem we may write where H* is the group of which ξ is a character. Then X is a generalized character of G for which YAN~ψ.
From (2) and (3) we have l=U(G/iV), and
We shall show that corresponding inner products in these two sums are equal, proving that (Z, X) Q = 1 and hence that X or -X is a character, from which since X\N~ψ, it will follow that Z is a character.
For any two characters C and C of subgroups # and i^ of G, As an application of Theorem 4, we will prove the following special result which may also be proved using Schur's lemma and factor sets. 
4, Conditions implying a Hal! Subgroup is Normal
It was proved by N. Ito [4] that if the degree of each character of a solvable group is prime to p, then the group has an abelian normal £-Sylow subgroup, in this section we prove an analogous, result in which the conclusion is 4< G has a normal π-Hall subgroup" and the hypothesis "p\f%, for all characters If M is a r-group, then i£ is a normal π-Hall subgroup of G.
If K^G, then if is a 7r-solvable group which satisfies #, so by induction K has a normal 7:-Hall subgroup, which is then a normal 7r-Hall subgroup of G. 
